Abstract. Perturbations by analytic discs along generating CR,-submanifolds of C n are considered. In the case all partial indices of a closed path p in a generating CR-fibration {M(~)}~OD are greater or equal to --1 we can completely parametrize all small holomorphic perturbations of the path p along the fibration {M(~)}~EaD. In this case we also study the geometry of perturbations by analytic discs and their relation to the conormal bundle of the fibration.
Introduction
Given an analytic disc in C n with boundary in a generating CR-submanifold MCC n, one would like to describe the family of all nearby analytic discs in C ~ attached to M. This problem is the object of a considerable research in the recent years. The following list of authors and their papers related to the problem is not at all meant to be complete: Alexander Globevnik [Gll] , [G121, Gromov [Gr] , Y.-G. Oh [O1] , [O21, Tumanov [T] .
The technique of perturbing an analytic disc with boundary in a given manifold has found several applications in the problems of the analysis of several complex variables. Two, probably the most known problems, where this technique can be used, are the problem of describing the polynomial hull of a given set in C ~ and the problem of extending CR-functions from a given CR-submanifold of C '~ into some open subset of C n. Recently has J. Globevnik in his paper [Gll] , which was inspired by the work [Fol] by F. ForstneriS, found very elegant sufficient conditions on a given analytic disc p with boundary in a maximal real submanifold M of C n which imply finite dimensional parametrization of all nearby holomorphic discs attached to M.
To each, not necessary holomorphic, disc p with boundary in a maximal real submanifold MC_C n one associates n integers kl, ... , k,~ called the partial indices of the disc p. Their sum k:=kl+...+kn is called the total index of the disc p.
A part of Globevnik's work [Gll] is the theorem in which he proves that if the pull-back bundle p*(TM) of the tangent bundle TM is trivial and if all partial indices of the disc p are greater or equal to O, then there exists an n+k dimensional parametrization of all nearby discs of the form p+analytic disc with boundary in M. Later we proved, [Ce] , that Globevnik's theorem extends in the same form to the case where the pull-back bundle p* (TM) is non-trivial. The final version of the result was given by Y.-G. Oh in [O1] , where Globevnik's result is generalized, but using a different approach, to the case where all partial indices are greater or equal to -1 and arbitrary pull-back bundle p*(TM).
The present work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and terminology which we use throughout the paper. In Section 3 we give a short overview of some results by Vekua [V1] , [V2] and Globevnik [Gll] related to our problem and introduce the partial indices of a maximal real bundle over the unit circle ODCC. In Section 4 we first show that a generating CR-bundle L over OD of class C 1 can be split into the direct stun
where L c denotes the maximal complex subbundle of L and s is some maximal real bundle over OD. The main result of this section is Theorem 1 in which we generalize Globevnik's result to the case of generating CR-fibrations over the unit circle ODCC. Also some related remarks and examples are given. The last section was inspired by the work [BRT] by Baouendl, Rothschild and Treprean on the geometry of small analytic discs attached to a CR-submauifold of C ~, where some of their notions, such as defect, and results related to the evaluation maps are generalized to large analytic discs with boundaries in a generating CR-submanifold of C n, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. See also the paper IT] by Tumanov. The section ends with some examples.
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Notation and terminology
Let D={zEC; Izl<l} and let OD denote the unit circle in C, the boundary of D. If K is either D or OD, and 0<a<l, we denote by C~ the Banach algebra of Hhlder continuous complex-valued functions on K with finite Lipschitz norm of exponent c~
For every mENU{0} we also define the algebra
Ijl<m
The subalgebra of the real-valued functions from C~,~ veil] be denoted by
C~'a(K).
Let A(D) denote the disk algebra and let A(OD)={floD ;fEA(D)}. We define
Am,~(D)=C~,~(D)AA(D)
and
A '~'~ (OD) = C m'~ (OD) nA(OD).
Note that if I6A(D), then f6Am'~(D) if and only if floD6Am'a(OD), [Go] .
We will also need some other not so standard function spaces. Let r(4), 46 0D\{1}, denote the principal branch of the square root, i.e., the complex plane is cut along the positive real line and r(-1)=i. Let C~ '~ be the space consisting of the real continuous functions on 0D\{1} with the property that a continuous function g on 0D\{1} is in s if and only if there exists an odd function go in C~R'~(OD), i.e., g0(-~)=-g0(4), 4eOD, such that
g(4) =go(r(4)) (4eOD\{1}).
In other words, this is the space of continuous functions g on 0D\{1} such that (a) there exist the limits
lim g(e i~ and lim g(e i~ 0---*0+ 0---*2~r-which we denote by g(1 +) and g(1-), respectively, and are related by the equation The spaces we will most often consider are the fmite products of the spaces 0~c~ C~ ~ (OD) and C~ . A product with n factors will be denoted by s where a is an n-vector with O's and l's as its entries. The entry 0 in the jth place represents the space C~a(OD) as the jth factor and the entry 1 in the jth place means that the r By analogy we also define the spaces ,4~ which are the jth factor is the space ~1~ 9 products of finitely many copies of A~ and A~ We extend the definition of the Hilbert transform in a natural way (componentwise) to the space Ca. We denote the extension by Ta. It is a bounded linear map from Ca into itself and it has the property that the vector function v+iT~v belongs to the space A~ for every v E E~. We also define the map
Ha: S~ ~ (C~(OD)) '~
which is defined as the identity map on each factor C~(OD), and is defined as the map (2) on each factor ~,0,~ ~'~R * 3. Maximal real bundles over the circle Let L be a maximal real subspace of C '~, i.e., its real dimension is n and L(BiL=C'L To any such maximal real subspace L one can associate an R-linear map RL on C n, called the reflection about L, given by
where z=x+i~ is the unique decomposition of z into the sum of vectors from L and iL. The mapping RL : C n ---+ C n is an R-linear automorphism of C n which is also C-antilinear, i.e., RL (iv) =--iRL (v) for every vEC '~. The reflection about the maximal real subspace RnC_C '~ will be denoted by Ro. Note that in the standard notation tto is just the ordinary conjugation on C ~ and that for any n x n complex matrix A the following identity holds A = RoARo. Then S is a C-linear automorphism of C '~ which equals the identity on R '~. Since R n is a maximal real subspace of C n, S is the identity on C ~, and hence we also associate the corresponding Banach space Ea we will work with, see the previous section for the definition. The n-vector a is defined as a := (kl rood 2,... , kn mod 2).
Corollary 1. If all partial indices of a maximal real bundle L are nonnegative, then there exists an n • n matrix function A(~), ~ EOD, with the rows from the space .A~ and such that its columns XI(~),... ,X,~(~) span the fiber L~ for every ~EOD.
Remark. For ~= 1 the above statement still makes sense in terms of the limits (1) when ~1 approaches 1.
CR-vector bundles and CR-fibrations
We begin with a definition. 
the set of invertible (re+n)• (re+n) matrices satisfying this property is open and dense in GL(m+n, C).
Proof. We denote by G the set of invertible (ra+n) • (re+n) complex matrices having the above property. Clearly ~ is open in GL(ra+n, C). So, to prove the lemma, we have to show that the complement of G in GL(m+n, C) has no interior.
Fix ~oEOD. Let Ar be any (re+n)• matrix such that its columns form a basis of the fiber V~o. We define the mapping
where [Ira, 0] is an mx (m+n) matrix which has the identity matrix in its first m columns and the 0 matrix in its last n columns. The mapping ~o depends on the matrix A~o , i.e., on the basis of the fiber Vr but the set does not. The equation
is algebraic rand so L~o is an algebrmc subset of GL(m+n, C). Hence, locally the set/-/~o has finite 2((re+n) 2-1)-dime~ional Hausdorff measure.
Let

//:= U {~}xll~CODxGL(m+n,C). ~60D
Then, because of the smoothness assumptions on the bundle V, the 2(re+n)2-1 dimensional Hausdorff measure of the set U is locally finite and so for every compact set KCGL(m+n, C) we have
where ~r is the projection
Since ~r(L/) is exactly the complement of the set G, the lemma is proved. [] Let E C C m+'~ be a generating CR-subspace of CR-dimension m such that its maximal complex subspace E c projects isomorphically onto Crux {0}. Proof. We denote by 7r: Cm+n-+Cm • {0} the orthogonal projection onto C m • {0}. Since ~r projects E c isomorphically onto C m • {0}, we conclude that for every xe~ there exists exactly one vector ve~ C such that 7r(x)=Tr (v) . Hence the vector x-v6~ is in the kernel of the projection ~r, i.e., x-v is in {0} x C n. Therefore x-v is in S. The assumption on the projection ~r also implies
and so S is a totally real subspace of {0} x C ~ for which 
p(() E M(() (~EOD).
We say, see also [Gll] , that the family {M(~)}~e0D is a C ~ generating CR-fibration over the unit circle OD with C 2 fibers if for each ~0 EOD there are a neighbourhood U~o C 0D of ~0, an open ball Br C_ C m+n centered at the origin and maps ~o, ... , ~o from the space C~ C2(B~o)) such that for every ~EU~o 1, the CR-submanifold M(~)M(p(~)+B~o ) equals and thus not every detail will be given, see also [Fol] . On the other hand this theorem represents a generalization of Globevnik's results in [Gll] even in the case the fibration {M(~)}~eaD is maximal real. 3. The following example shows that in the nonlinear case some assumptions on the partial indices are really needed. We already know that this can happen in the maximal real case, but when the CR-dimension is positive the difference can be even more striking. Namely, although in the linear model the set of solutions is always parametrized by an infmite dimensional vector space, it can happen that the set of local nearby solutions on a CR-manifold is only finite dimensional. 
Theorem 1. Let M ( ( ) c C re+n, ( E O D , be a C ~ generating CR-fibration over the unit circle OD with C 2 fibers and CR-dimension m. Let p: OD --
~-* (a(~), 0,0) (~ E OD),
where a is an automorphism of the unit disc close to the identity. Thus the family of such discs is 3-dimensional. [] Remark. After this paper was finished, the author received a preprint of the paper On the global Bishop equation by J.-M. Trepreau, where similar questions as here, i.e., when the family of small holomorphic perturbations along a CR-manifold is a manifold, were considered. Treprean's sufficient condition is given in terms of the conormal bundle of a CR-manifold and thus more geometric than ours. Also, it is obviously invariant under a holomorphic change of coordinates. However, it can be shown (modulo some smoothness assumptions) that our condition on the existence of a coordinate system in which all partial indices are greater than or equal to -1 and Treprean's condition on the conormal bundle are equivalent under a suitable fiberwise change of coordinates, i.e., a change of coordinates which is a nonsingular linear transformation Q(~) of C m+~ for each fixed ~ED and the map ~-*Q(~) is holomorphic on D.
Geometry of perturbations
The results of this section were inspired by the work [BRT] by Baouendi, Rothschild and Trepreau. See also the paper [T] by Tumanov for some related results and definitions.
We recall the definition of the conormal bundle of a CR-submanifold M C C N as given in [BRT] . We identify the complex bundle AI,~ N of (1, 0) forms on C N with the real cotangent bundle T*C N as follows. To a real 1-form F=~-':~ cj dzj+~j dSj on C N we associate the complex (1, 0) form 7=2i ~ cj dzj so that the pairings between the vectors and covectors are related by the identity (r, x) = Ira(V, X) for all XETzC N. Under this identification, the fiber of the conormal bundle P,(M) on a CR-submanifold M at the point pEM is given by
Zp(/) ----{V E AI'~ g ; Im(v, X) = O, X E Tpi).
If the manifold M is generating, then the conormal bundle can be naturally identified with the characteristic bundle (TOM) • of the CR-structure on M. Namely, if locally, near some point pEM, the submanifold M is generating and is given by the set of equations 0---(Q1 ,..-, Qn)=0, then the fiber of the conormal bundle over the point p is given by
{ }
Np(M)= istOo(p)=i~ sj~(p);sjER, l_<j~n . J
From now on let M(()C_C re+n, {EOD, be a generating CR-fibration over the unit circle OD of class C ~ with C 2 fibers and with CR-dimension m. Let p: OD --+ C m+'~ be a C ~ curve such that 
p(~) E M(~) (~ EOD).
Vp(~)= {'~E Ep(~)M(~) ;~/= E cj(~) dzj, cE Vp}.
Clearly Vp(~) is a real linear subspace of Ep(~)M(~).
Henceforth we will assume that the coordinates in C m+n can be chosen so that each maximal complex subspace of the tangent space Tp(r ~EOD, projects isomorphically onto C m • {0}. We recall that this is always possible in the case the fibration M(~)CC m+~, ~EOD, is of at least class C 1, i.e., the defining functions of the fibration belong to the space CI(OD, C2(Bro)) for some r0>0, and the closed path p is of class C 1. We also recall that for each ~EOD the columns of the matrix Remark. For any real vector function sECa for which the second property holds we will say that it generates an element from Vp. 
Proposition 2. The dimension of the subspace Vp(~)C_Ep(~)(M(~)) does not depend on ~EOD, i.e., it is the same for every ~EOD.
Remark. This proposition extends the Proposition 3.6 from [BRT] .
Proof. We split the space 1~ '~ into three subspaces where nl is the number of positive partial indices, no is the number of partial indices which are equal to 0, and n-1 is the number of partial indices which are equal to -1. With respect to this sphtting we denote the coordinates on R '~ by (q, y, t).
We recall that every element of the space Vp is of the form 9 t * *
[Go, N;]
for some real function s6$~. We also recall that N~=iAo 1. Since the first nl partial indices are positive, any real vector function s from the space C~ which generates an element from Vp, must have, by the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 2, the first nl coordinate functions being identically equal to 0 9 Because of that we may assume without loss of generality that nl =0 9 Each element of Vp is now generated by a real function of the form
(y,
where y6R =~ w6C =-1 and r(~) is the principal branch of the square root. Let k0 be the dimension of the space Vp(1). We shall prove that for each ~eOD the dimension of the space VB(~) is also k0. Since for each ~o60D there exists an automorphism of the unit disc D which takes 1 to 1 and ~0 to -1, it is enough to prove the above claim for ~0-----1.
Let (yj,Re(wjr(~))), j=l,... ,ko, be a set of real functions on OD which for each j generate an element from Vp, and such that the real vectors (yj,Re(wj) ) (j =1, .... k0) are linearly independent. If also the set of vectors   (j = 1,..., k0) is linearly independent, the claim is already proved and we are done 9 Let us assume now that this is not the case and that these vectors are not linearly independent 9 Then there are real numbers >,1 ,... , )`ko, not all equal to 0, such that 
4~-~ Re(ir(~))f(4) (4 E OD)
extends holomorphically into D.
Proof of the claim. Since the function ~-,Re(r(~))f(~) (~ECOD) extends holomorphically into D, all its negative Fourier coefficients have to vanish. This implies that for every j E N we have
Since we also have lira f(-j) =0, j---*cr we conclude that all negative Fourier coefficients of the function f are 0 and the claim is proved. [] Also, since not all real numbers Aj, j=l, ... , k0, are 0, we may assume, without loss of generality, that A150. We repeat the above argument on the set of real functions (yj,Re(0Jjr(~))), j=2,... ,k0, and the vector function (O, Re(itlr(~) 
)).
If at ~=-1 these vectors are still linearly dependent, one can find real numbers ~1 ,... , ~ko, not all equal to 0, such that ko ~--~ ~jyj = 0 and j=2 for some nonzero real vector t2ER n-1.
We observe that it can not happen that ~2 ..... ~ko=0 since the vectors tl and t2 are real. We also observe that tl and t2 are linearly independent vectors. Repeating the above argument we either stop on the jth step, j<k0, or we produce k0 linearly independent vectors which span
Vp (-1). []
So we can define the defect of a closed curve p in a generating CR-fibration over OD with partial indices greater or equal to -1 in the same way as Baouendi, Rothschild and Treprean do in [BRT] . See Definition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 in [BRT] . See also [T] .
Definition 5. The defect def(p) of the curve p is defined as the dimension of the real vector spaces Vp(~), ~EOD.
From now on we will restrict our discussion to the set .4. of holomorphic perturbations ofp which leave one of the points, say p(1), on the curve p fixed. But to prove that the set .4. is in fact a manifold, we have to assume that all partial indices of the path p are nonnegative. See the examples at the end of this section. ((~+T,,v)+i(v+iT,,v) 
)(~)) (~ E OD).
Here Q=(k01,... , k0n) is the set of defining functions of the fibration {M ( . As we already know, a necessary and sufficient condition for any disc from the above family to be the boundary value of a holomorphic disc is that the mapping
Ao(~+T~v)
extends holomorphically to D. Let r tER re+k, denote the linear parametrization (6), (7) of all real functions uEs such that Aou extends holomorphically to D. Thus to extract from the above family of discs A0 (fi+ir fi)) all holomorphic discs which are 0 at ~=1, we have to find all functions fiEE~,, and values tER "~+n which solve the equations
~+T~r162
and T~r162
Since all partial indices are nonnegative, the n• (n+k) matrix Dt(C(t)(1))lt=o has maximal rank. Since we also have (D~r (f, fi)I/=0,a=0 = 0, one gets, using the implicit mapping theorem again, a unique mapping # from a neighbourhood of the point (0,0)E(A~ k into Ca,. such that all small holomorphic discs (f, g) from (A~ which solve the equation
Q(~, f(~), g(~)) = 0 (~ E OD)
are of the form (u+ i(v+iT,,v) 
) )
for some fE (A~ vEC~,, such that v=Re(G~f) , and uEE~ such that Aou extends holomorphically to D and for which one also has u-T~vEs Henceforth our goal will be to reprove and to generalize Theorem 1 from [BRT] . In fact we can prove the same statement for an arbitrary closed path p in a generating CR-fibration M(~)CC m+n, ~EOD, for which there exists a linear change of coordinates in C m+n such that the partial indices of the corresponding maximal real bundle are all greater or equal to 0.
We recall the definition of the evaluation maps ~-~ defined on the manifold .A., see [BRT] for more details. See also [T] . For every ~EOD and FEA. we define
9r~ (F):----(p+F)(~).
Then for every ~EOD the derivative ~ (0) (I, A0(u+i(v+iT, v) ))
be an arbitrary element of TOM.. We recall that fE (A~ m, that uEE~, that v,u-T~vECa,., and that also v =P~e(a~f) .
On the other hand let (11) t 9 9
~0 [Go, N~ ]
be an element of Vp. Here u0EE~. Since both vector functions (10) and (11) extend holomorphically to D, their product also has to extend holomorphically to D. But on the other hand the multiplication of (10) and (11) yields a purely imaginary vector function iu*o (u-T~,v+Im(G~f) ).
Since the vector function (10) is 0 at (--1, the claim is proved. To prove that in the above inclusion in fact the equality holds it is enough to prove that the dimension of the space 9r~(0)(ToA.) is 2m+n-def(p). Since for each ~EOD, ~r one can find an automorphism of the unit disc D which takes 1 to 1 and ( to -1, it is enough to prove the claim for ~=-1. For this it is enough, since the set of function values {f(-1);rE (A~ already spans a 2m-dimensional subspace, to prove that the subspace
We denote by nl the number of positive indices and by no the number of indices which are equal to 0, and split the space R n correspondingly. For each positive partial index kj the set of real functions uj such that the function ~-.~k~/2uj(~) extends h01omorphically to D and (uj-Tvj)(1)=O is at least 1-dimensional. Thus the proof of the claim will be finished once we prove that the following subspace of l~no
To prove the last claim we will show that for a vector uoER n~ the condition for every vE(C~C~(OD)) '~~ such that v is given as the last no component functions of Re(G~f), f(-1)=0, and every constant vector uER n~ such that (u-T~v)(1)=0,
, N~](-1) e Vp(-1).
This will complete the proof of (9). But since every real vector function fi0Eg~ which generates an element from Vp has the first nl coordinate functions identically equal to 0 (see the proof of Corollary 2), it is enough to prove the statement for the case where all partial indices are 0 and nl--0. From here on the argument goes very much the same as the one given by Baouendi, Rothschild and Trepreau in [BRT] . We include it for the sake of completeness.
We recall that T. denotes the Hilbert transform on (C~{'~(OD)) '~ such that for every vE(C~C~(OD)) n we have (T,v) (1) =0.
Also, since all partial indices are 0, the vector function u is in fact a constant such that (T,,v-u) (1)=O and hence
T~v-u= T,v.
Let uo E R ~~ be a vector with the property that
Uto (T,v) For the next theorem we have to assume more regularity on the fibration {M(~)}~eOD and the closed path p. We assume now that we have a C 1,~ fibration with C 3 fibers, i.e., the fibration is given by a set of real functions from the space CI"~(OD, C3 (Bro) The proof of (14) is quite similar to the proof of (9). The inclusion (ToA.) c_ VA1) • follows as above since the product of any two functions GEVp and FEToA. equals 0,
Namely, the differentiation of (15) with respect to 8 and setting 8--0 yields
To prove the opposite inclusion in (14) we proceed similarly as in the proof of (9) and reduce the problem to the case where all partial indices of the associated maximal real bundle are 0.
Claim. The vector space
{~---o(T,v)(e i~ o=o;v=Re(G~f), f(~)=(~-l)2~qZo, qENU{O}, zoEC "~} has dimension n-def(p).
Proof of the claim. We are using a similar notation as in the proof of (9). Let u0 ER n be a real n-vector which annihilates the above vector space. Also, let a t be 
Remarks and examples.
In the case when the partial indices of the path p in the generating CR-fibration {M(~)}~eOD are not all nonnegative, the conclusions in Theorems 2 and 3 are not true even if we consider only the case where all indices are greater or equal to -1. One problem, of course, occurs if the total index k happens to be negative. Then the number of free parameters is strictly less than the number of additional equations we have to satisfy. Here we give two examples in C 2 for which k > 0 but the conclusions of Theorems 2 and 3 still do not hold. Example 1. In this example we find a maximal real fibration in C 2 for which the set of attached discs passing through the point (0, 0) does not form a manifold.
Let the maximal real fibration {M(~)}eeOD be given by the set of equations and Im(z~) =0 Re(wr(~)) = Re(r(~)) Re((z~)2).
It is easy to check that the partial indices of the path p(~)=0, ~EOD, are 2 and -1, and so the total index k equals 1 and the defect of the path p is 1. Hence the dimension of the spaces
Vp(~) • (~ E OD)
i isMso 1.
Claim. The family of holomorphic discs with boundaries in the maximal real fibration {M(~)}feOD which all pass through the point (0, 0) at ~=1 is not a manifold.
Proof of the claim. Let (z, w) 
